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THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 205

Honorable James J. Blanchard
Governor of Michigan
Lansing, Michigan 48909

Dear Governor Blanchard:

In response to your letter of March 14, 1985,
concerning the Crystalline Repository Project's (CRP)
revised draft North Central Regional Characterization
Report (RCR), the issues raised in your letter are
similar to the comments received by CRP from your High-
Level Radioactive Waste Task Force. The Department of
Energy (DOE) will provide a thorough response to the
task force's comments and, if appropriate, incorporate
changes into the final RCR,. scheduled for release in
July 1985.

DOE does not intend to ignore the Great Lakes at
the regional phase of site screening. In fact, in
region-to-area screening, the Great Lakes are taken
into consideration through three screening variables:
surface water bodies, wetlands, and major groundwater
discharge zones. The first two variables place a
penalty on any rock body located in proximity to water
bodies and wetlands in order to protect environmentally-
sensitive resources and to avoid possible repository
flooding. The last variable identifies potential areas
of deep groundwater discharge. These areas are generally
considered unfavorable with respect to repository
siting since the primary direction of groundwater flow
is toward the surface and groundwater may have a rel-
ativelyhighervelocity. Also, as mentioned in your
Tretter, DOE is planning to perform field work and more
detailed literature searches on rock bodies identified
for further consideration in subsequent phases of
screening. It is DOE's belief that consideration of an
important issue such as deep groundwater flow patterns
would be best addressed through field work after the
regional phase, thus allowing for a more detailed and
thorough analysis of the issue.

In regard to your concern of inconsistencies in the
socioeconomic data base, your position is valid. As
discussed in the recent meeting in Marquette, DOE will
correct this oversight in the final RCR so that demo-
graphic and economic data from the entire State of
Michigan, not only the Upper Peninsula, will be used
for statistical comparisons with other affected States.
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Lastly, the issue of transportation of radioactive
wastes is an important one. With respect to this
issue, DOE will review the candidate areas resulting
from the application of the region-to-area screening
methodology. This will be accomplished by reviewing
available information on existing highway and rail
networks prior to the formal selection of approximately
15 to 20 areas for further consideration in subsequent
screening phases. The results of this review will
be incorporated into the draft Area Recommendation
Report which will be available for comment by the
States in November 1985. At the present time, how-
ever, DOE feels that the complexity of the transporta-
tion issue precludes its usefulness as a variable at
the-regional level of site screening.

I hope that I have adequately addressed your con-
cerns on the important issues which you have raised in
your letter. It appears to me that these issues could
be fully resolved through a meeting between the techni-
cal staff from DOE Headquarters and the Crystalline
Repository Project Office and your staff. Thank you
for your continued interest in the Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management program.

Yours truly,

John S. Herrington
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STATE OF XICHIGAN

OFFICE OF T*4E GOVERNOR

LA&N S ING
JAMES J. LANCHARD

March 14, 1985

The Honorable John S. Herrington
Secretary of Energy
James Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Secretary Herrington:

On behalf of the citizens of the state of Michigan, I want to thank you and
representatives from your department who attended the January 23 public
information meeting and January 24 work session of the High Level Radioactive
Waste Task Force in Marquette, Michigan. Task Force members and citizens
appreciated the opportunity to hear the department's presentation describing the
Crystalline Repository Project (CRP) siting process as well as staff's efforts to.
answer questions. 0

Nevertheless, based on information and reports from my task force, I have critical
concerns about aspects of the implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982, as it relates to Michigan and the north central region. I, therefore, reject
the revised draft North Central Regional Characterization Report, and I strongly
urge that important changes be made to render this document a valid and reliable
source for making a fundamentally important decision to designate the site of the
nation's second high-level radioactive waste repository.

First, it is unacceptable that the revised draft virtually ignores the existence of
the Great Lakes, and even fails to acknowledge that the Great Lakes are the
region's predominant environmental characteristic. Representing 20% of the
world's freshwater supply, the Great Lakes ecosystem is an extraordinary national
and international resource. Responding to my task force's earlier criticism of
your agency's neglect of the Great Lakes, Department of Energy staff contended
that consideration would be given in the next phase (Area Phase) of the process if
a Michigan site is selected for consideration in that phase. But, if the department
chooses to ignore the unique global significance of the Great Lakes in its current
report, its review of Michigan sites will be fatally flawed and permanently
biased. The relationship of deep groundwater to the Great Lakes is poorly under-
stood, a fact ignored in your report. A nuclear waste repository poses a poten-
tially grave and unnecessary threat to the largest freshwater ecosystem in the
world. Furthermore, the siting of such a repository could devastate the tourist
industry in an area of our state where citizens from the entire country travel to
enjoy the natural environment. This must be given consideration now.

JOUo4C
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I am specifically requesting that the methodology used to assess the Great Lakes
be both accurate and comprehensive. As my task force has previously stated, any
attempt to characterize the North Central region must contain a very thorough
description of the Great Lakes and a survey of their pervasive effect on the
natural and social environment of the surrounding states. This system of lakes is
of immense commercial, environmental, social, and political concern not only to
the north central states, but nationally and internationally, as well.

Second, the methodology used in the revised draft Regional Environmental
Characterization Report to compare certain socio-economic data is inconsistent
and invalid. Comparative analysis between the states of per capita income and
population density data is based on the entire states of Minnesota and Wisconsin,
but only the Upper Peninsula of the state of Michigan. It is impossible to justify
the statistical amputation of the Upper Peninsula from the Lower Peninsula.
Michigan is a single unit consisting of two peninsulas, and your agency's analysis
should be revised to reflect this.

In earlier correspondence, your predecessor said, "With respect to crystalline rock
investigations...the Regional Phase Plan consists of a literature-based compilation
of geologic and environmental data for Michigan and each of the other states
being studied." There was no suggestion that the state of Michigan would be
treated any differently than other states due to its unique geography of two
peninsulas or for any other reason. Your agency's staff has since chosen to define
the uniqueness of the Great Lakes as a rationale for creating the anomaly of an
independent Upper Peninsula. This is especially ironic in that your agency fails to
grant the same weight to the uniqueness of the Great Lakes as a natural resource
to the region and the country elsewhere in the report.

Third, I would like to call your attention to the issue of transportation of radio-
active waste to the Upper Peninsula. Given its remote location from the rest of
the country, the increased travel time and distance would greatly magnify the
potential for transportation-related accidents. Such accidents could occur near
highly populated areas as well as ecologically-sensitive areas. For any shipments
originating south and east of the proposed site, transportation routing would have
to include the Mackinac Bridge and possibly either the Ambassador or Blue Water
Bridges.

As you may know, the state of Michigan has appealed a preliminary ruling from
the federal Department of Transportation overruling a state prohibition on trans-
porting radioactive waste across these bridges. It should also be noted that the
risk of accidents is greatly increased by severe winter driving conditions in this
part of the state. The increased risk of accidents from frequency of trips, dis-
tance, and weather conditions, especially as it relates to the potential for acci-
dents on bridges, increases my concern about the vulnerability of the Great Lakes
to radioactive contamination.

Given the importance of your department's decision on repository siting to the
state and the critical nature of these issues, I am requesting a meeting to include
the governors of the north central states with you and appropriate staff. The
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purpose of the meeting will be to identify criteria for a methodological weighting
of the Great Lakes as a factor in the high level radioactive waste repository siting
process as well as to establish a framework for the states' full and active
participation in that process. It would also be useful to identify more precisely
the purpose of the final Regional Characterization Reports and how they relate to
the overall siting process.

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

Sincerely,

es . Blanchard
Governor

F .f , .. . .



THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF ENERGY io ;1
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20585

February 19, 1985

Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed, for your review and comment, is the Department of
Energy's proposed response to the requirement of Section 303 of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982. The package
consists of:

1. A draft letter from the Secretary of Energy to the Congress;

.2. A report to the Secretary on the conclusions and recommenda-
tions of the Advisory Panel on Alternative Means of Financing
and Managing (AMFM) Radioactive Waste Facilities; and

K> 3. The final report, Managing Nuclear Waste A Better Idea, by
the AMFM Panel to the Secretary.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to share the Department's
response with you in advance and would appreciate receiving any
comments you may have as soon as possible.

S ncerely,

Danny J. Boggs

Enclosures

cc: Neil Numark
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF ENERGY
- WASHINGTON. D.C. 20585

February 19, 1985

Mr. Frederick N. Khedouri
Associate Director

for Natural Resources,
Energy and Science

Office of Management and Budget
Washington,D C. 20555

Dear l:

Enclosed, for your review and comment, is the Department of
Energy's proposed response to the requirement of Section 303 of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982. The package
consists of:

1. A draft letter from the Secretary of Energy to the Congress;

2. A report to the Secretary on the conclusions and recommenda-
tions of the Advisory Panel on Alternative Means of Financing
and Managing (AMFM) Radioactive Waste Facilities; and

3. The final report, Managing Nuclear Waste - A Better Idea, by
the AMFM Panel to the Secretary.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to share the Department's
response with you in advance and would appreciate receiving any
comments you may have as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Enclosures
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M THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20585

.w DRAFT
Honorable George Bush
President of the Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. President:

This letter and the enclosed report by the Advisory Panel on
Alternative'Means of Financing and Managing (AMFM) Radioactive
Waste Facilities respond to the legislative mandate of Section
303 of the Nuclear Waste Policy- Act (NWPA) of 1982 (P.L. 97-425).
As stated in Secretary Hodel's letter of February 27, 1984, the
Panel was appointed to conduct a thorough, independent study of
the management issue.

In instructions to the Panel during its first meeting on
January 25, 1984, Secretary Hodel charged the members to approach
their task unconstrained by interpretations of the current 
political climate or the perceived acceptability of a particular

<.2J conclusion or recommendation.. He sked the Panel to provide
*advi-ce on the optimum organization for managing radioactive waste
facilities and to develop an alternative, or alternatives, to the
present management structure and suggest ways in which he could
either adopt an improved alternative, or adjust the current
organization to conform more closely to the optimum.

In response to this charge, the Panel has produced a substantive
report following nearly a full year of discussion and public
deliberation. In the course of its study, the Panel chose to go
beyond a literal' interpretation of Section 303 of the Act, to
include consideration both of the siting phase of the program and
of financing alternatives, in addition to management of the.
construction and operation of facilities.

The Panel recognized that waste management, as a business, has a
number of distinct phases with unique characteristics with which
any organization would find it difficult to cope. Further, the
Panel strongly emphasized that the most troublesome phase of the
overall waste program is the selection. and approval of a reposi-
tory site. The Panel concludes that there are several organiza-
tional forms, including private corporations, more suited than
DOE for managing the construction and operation phases. Its
principal recommendation is to investigate the steps necessary to
implement a Federally chartered corporation (FEDCORP).

RAFT
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REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY ON THE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
ADVISORY PANEL ON ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF
FINANCING AND MANAGING (AMFM) RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES - -

by the Review Group

Chairman: Danny J. Boggs
Deputy Secretary

Theodore J.-Garrish
-. - - - . General Counsel :

.Martha Hesse Dolan .

. -. ;:- - . Assistant Secretary --
.;Management and Administration

r ...

:. : . -. . . .;: .-

Benard C. Rusche
Director, Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management

b. .� *..*tS** :�..A.-.- .u.
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UNITED STATES
'.4 9 at fp, t 'NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

K..>' * July 6, 1984
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Donald P. Hodel
Secretary of Energy
U. S. Department of Energy

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Enclosed is a copy of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
final decision relating to concurrence in the U. S. Department
of Energy's General Guidelines for the Recommendation of
Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories that were developed
pursuant to Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982. The enclosed Federal Register Notice is expected to
be published on July 10, 1984.

This final decision is based on the revised guidelines that
were submitted to the Commission by the Department on May 14,
1984, as modified in the June 22, 1984 Commission meeting.
The Commission finds that the revised guidelines satisfactorily
resolve the concerns the Commission had with the guidelines
that were initially submitted to the Commission on November 22,
1983. Accordingly, the Commission grants its concurrence in
the revised siting guidelines.

Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino

Enclosure: r 
NRC Final Deciiion -

,J A , - .



Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

MAY 3 1985

Honorable Joseph Strohl
Chairman, Wisconsin Radioactive
Waste Review Board

921 Tenney Building
110 E. Main Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Dear Chairman Strohl:

Your letter of March 1, 1985, to Ben Rusche has been referred to me, and I am
pleased to respond. As you know, the Department has provided financial
assistance to affected States and Indian tribes involved in the first
repository program as well as the Crystalline Repository Project for
participation in activities related to the development of a mined geologic
repository.

To implement this financial assistance program, the Department developed the
"Internal General Guidelines for Implementing Financial Assistance for
Repository Programs Under Sections 116 and 118 of the uclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 (revised September 7, 1984)," As stated in the guidelines, the
purpose of the financial assistance program is to ensure that eligible States
have sufficient financial resources to participate in the repository
development process.

The Crystalline Repository Project Office (CRPO) more recently issued
"Calendar Year 1985 Crystalline Repository Project Grant Policy Guidance as
guidance for appropriate activities in the 1985 grants. This CRPO guidance
specifically excluded activities related to Monitored Retrievable Storage
(MRS) .

Regarding your concerns about funding for MRS and transportation-related
documents and activities, the Department believes that if MRS or

* transportation issues change the nature of the repository program or the
decision process regarding the repository, funding will be provided for review
of repository specific documents reflecting these changes. The point is that

- the Department already provides funding for review of repository-related
documents and as these documents change due to changes external to the program
funds will be provided to review revised documents. As before, funding will
vary depending on the phase of the repository development process in which
affected States or tribes are involved and the level of participation by
affected States and tribes.
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Thank you for your letter and continued interest in these matters. I look

forward to communicating with you further.

Sincerely,

William Pucl
Associate Director

for Geologic Repositories
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management.

.



tSt.ipGSTATE OF
i ~~~WISCONSIN

RADIOACTIVE WASTE REVIEW BOARD 92I Tenneyl
I OE MainJ
Madison, WX
(608)266-05

March 1, 1985 (608) 267-76

Ben Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy
Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

We are writing in regard to the use of Crystalline Repository Project (CRP)
grant funds in support of state review of DOE's Monitored Retrievable Storage
(MRS) and HLW transportation planning activities. On October 4, 1984, second
round states met with members of your staff n Atlanta to review CY 1985
Crystalline Repository Project Grant Policy Guidance.' This document states
that:

Funding for the CRP grant is solely for activities related to the siting
of a high-level radioactive waste repository (e.g., Mission Plan and CRP
documents). Activities related to such things as Monitored Retrievable
Storage (S) are not fundable under this grant. [Item 7, page 3.1

During the discussions which ensued, Roger Gale, Director of the Office of
Policy Integration and Outreach, informed the states that similar restrictions
would apply to use of these grants to support state review activities in the
area of HLW transportation. The states requested reconsideration of this
policy, explaining that it was not possible to carry out the intent of the
current grants to fully review DOE's repository program without referencing
the Department's MRS and transportation components. Following the meeting,
the Wisconsin Radioactive Waste Review Board notified Mr. Gale of our concerns
by a letter dated October 23, 1984. As of today, we have received no formal
response from the Department regarding our request that the scope of allowable
uses be expanded, although in several instances CRP has approved our use of
grant funds to send representatives to national meetings on LW transportation.

Representatives of the second round states raised these issues again during
the February 6 meeting with CRP staff in Albuquerque. Dr. Sally Mann, CRP
Manager, gave the same response that Mr. Gale gave in October, that is, that
she would have to check with headquarters for a final decision.

The twelve states which attended the Albuquerque meeting unanimously agreed
that DOE must allow CRP grants to be used in support of state review of the

5u0ding
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March 1, 1985
Page 2 of 3

Department's MRS and HLW transportation plans and documents. If anythir.,
this feeling is stronger than in October of last year because of recent
developments which underscore the importance of MRS and HLW transportation
activities to the overall Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program. Your
own comments before the Atomic Industrial Forum and the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in November, coupled with Associate Director William
Bennett's comments before an American Nuclear Society meeting the same month,
indicated a new prominence for MRS in the Department's thinking. Any doubts
the states had about the significance of MRS for the overall repository
program were erased by recent presentations by Mr. Phillip Craig to the
National Governors' Association Task Force on High Level Nuclear Waste
Management, by Mr. Keith lein to the Western Interstate Energy Board, and by
Associate Director Roger Hilley to the HLW Business Plan Workshop. Their
presentations made it clear that the Department's plans for the new MRS are
far advanced and have specifically addressed such major mission changes as the
transfer of rod consolidation activities from the geologic repository site to
the MRS.

The Department's new mission for the MRS has major implications for the
geologic repository program. Assigning rod consolidation to the MRS will
eliminate a large portion of hot cell work originally intended for the
repository surface facilities, and will substantially reduce the work force
required for repository preclosure operations. Likewise, current plans to use
MRS for additional preemplacement cooling of spent fuel, as well as lag
storage, may substantially change repository engineering design criteria
regarding the thermal loading capability of the proposed geologic host
formations. Also, the new role for MRS will substantially alter HLW
transportation planning assumptions: 1) by altering the routes spent fuel
will travel between reactors and their ultimate destination (the repository);
2) by providing an opportunity to optimize transportation requirements through
coordinated MRS-repostitory site selection, use of unit trains for shipments
between the MRS and the repository, and scheduling of shipments to reduce
equipment requirements; and 3) by altering the design base for the new
generation of shipping casks, which must now accommodate consolidated spent
fuel rods.

The Department's new plans for MRS must be fully integrated with the remainder
of the repository program. Such integration will have major implications for
state review activities. MRS issues must be addressed in the repository
siting guidelines, the Mission Plan, the Crystalline Repository Project
region-to-area screening, the Environmental Assessments for the first
repository, and the Transportation Business Plan. In addition, states must be
involved in development of the Department's MRS program components, including
siting criteria, the environmental assessment, and the need and feasibility
report to congress required under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982.

States are similarly concerned about the use of DOE grant funds to review the
Department's transportation plans. We acknowledge CRP's willingness to
approve staff travel to recent meetings on HLW transportation, but see no
justification for a formal policy which appears to prohibit use of funds for
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* such purposes. Transportation access, cost, and safety, are major repository
site selection issues and must be addressed by the states in the siting
guidelines; Environmental Assessments for the first repository; and in the
Screening Methodology, Regional Characterization Reports, Area Recommendation
Reports, and Area Characterization Plans for the second repository. Moreover,
transportation logistics planning is a major component of documents such as
the Mission Plan and Transportation Business Plan, on which the Department has
solicited state input. States will not be able to provide early and
beneficial input to the Departmentts transportation planning program overall
unless allowed to fund such review activities from the current grants.

We are not necessarily asking for additional dollars to support state review
of MRS and HLW transportation. At this time we are seeking a change in the
grant definition of allowable uses, and authorization to reprogram current
grant funds to support these activities. We are sympathetic to the equity
issues raised by CRP staff regarding the Department's decision not to provide
review grants for these activities to states not currently under consideration
as potential repository host states. We would, however, note that the
Department's position on the equity issue cuts both ways. There are
apparently no restrictions on the use of DOE grant funds for review of MRS and
HLW transportation for the six first repository states. Limiting the
allowable uses for CRP grants to states will not eliminate current
inequities. If the Department is sincerely interested in an equitable
solution to this problem, the correct approach would be to provide funding to
those nonrepository states who would like to be involved in the review of
transportation and MRS issues.

We look forward to an early response from your office. Thank you.

Sincerely,

State Senator Joseph Strohl, Chairman
Wisconsin Radioactive Waste Review Board

JS:RH:di/0882n

- cc: Governor's Office
Congressional Delegation
Crystalline Repository Project Office
State HLW Contacts



Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

JUN 4 1985

Honorable Richard H. Bryan
Governor of Nevada
Carson City, NV 89710

Dear Governor Bryan:

Thank you for your letter of April 24, 1985, forwarding comments
on the draft Environmental Assessments (EAs) for the potentially
acceptable nuclear waste repository sites, including the Yucca
Mountain site in the State of Nevada.

The Department will give all of your comments full and serious
consideration. We anticipate publication of the final EAs,
including documentation of our responses to all comments, later
this year.

Thank you again for your participation in this most important
matter.

Sincerely,

n Lusche, irector
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
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THE STATE OF NEVADA

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
Carson City, Nevada 89710

RICHARD H. BRYAN TELEPHONE
Governor

April 24, 1985

John S. arrington, Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20565

Dear Secretary Harrington:

The State of Nevada has completed its review of the
draft Environmental Assessment (EA) issued by the Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management on December 20, 1984. The
document containing our comments is enclosed for your review and
response.

As you know, the official comment period established by
your Department expired on March 20, 1985. Due to the complexity
of the draft EA, the need to review numerous reference documents,
and the large number of state agencies and local governments
involved in the review process, it was impossible to complete our
work within the unrealistic time frame established by the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE).

Prior to March 20, 1985, the State Nuclear Waste
Project Office had received requests from many local governments
asking that the comment period be extended for another 60 to 90
days. On February 12, 1985, Mr. Robert Loux, of this Office,
wrote. to Ben Rusche, Director of your Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management, formally requesting that an exten-
sion be granted. In his February 25, 1985 response to that
request, Mr. Rusche declined to postpone closing the official
comment period, noting that DOE will, consider late comments to
the extent practicable consistent with our intent to recommend
sites for characterization by early fall."

Given the obvious inadequacy of a 90-day period for
reviewing 9 documents of over 1,000 pages each, plus related
reference materials, we trust that our comments will be afforded
full consideration by your Department.

:S i~ J -, 
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As we point out repeatedly in the enclosed comments,
there are numerous areas in the draft EA for Yucca Mountain that
must be reexamined and significantly revised before that document
can be viewed as a credible basis for evaluating the suitability
of the Nevada site for characterization.

There are, I believe, significant deficiencies with
regard to the Siting Guidelines, which form the basis for de-
termining such suitability in the draft EAs. These Guidelines
are overly vague, promote subjectivity in their application, and
are biased toward the selection of sites in Washington and
Nevada.

More disturbing even than the inadequacies of the
Guidelines, however, is the fact that the information and analy-
ses contained in the draft EA itself fails, in most instances, to
support the conclusions drawn and findings made by DOE in evalu-
ating the site against the Guidelines. Time and again, con-
clusions are made that simply cannot be supported by information
in the draft or in referenced materials that were compiled by
DOE's own contractors. On numerous occasions, conclusions and
findings made in one section of the document can be seen to
contradict information presented elsewhere. The problem is
compounded when these unsubstantiated conclusions and findings
are used as the basis for comparing and ranking sites later in
Chapter 7 of the draft.

Nevada has long contended that the Department of Energy
is engaged in a site selection process more driven by a desire to
find an expedient location for a repository than by a commitment
to identifying the most suitable and technically superior site
available. The data, analyses and conclusions contained in the
draft EA reinforce our concerns in this regard.

In its zeal to identify sites on existing federal
reservations (such as the Nevada Test Site and Hanford,
Washington), DOE seems to have relegated considerations of
technical suitability to a secondary role in site selection.
This becomes very apparent with regard to Yucca Mountain, when
one considers that the site is located in what the U.S.
Geological Survey has designated as a, major seismic risk area."
It is difficult to believe that this site would even have been
considered were it not located adjacent to the Nevada Test Site.

Even if DOE's logic relative to locating sites on
federal lands that are already contaminated was sound, and the
concern about seismicity did not exist, the selection of Yucca
Mountain would still be questionable, because the site is not
located on the Test Site. In fact, the draft EA indicates that
DOE will have to withdraw 50,000 acres of additional land from
the public domain to make the site viable.

STATE OF NEVADA
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER



An objective, scientifically-minded observer reviewing
the draft EA for Yucca Mountain can come to but one conclusion,
based on the information contained in the document; namely, that
there simply is not enough data available to allow any conclusion
to be reached relative to the suitability of the site for charac-
terization, and that given this inadequacy of data, it is impos-
sible to compare Yucca Mountain against any of the other sites in
any reasonable or objective fashion.

The enclosed comments demonstrate convincingly that
serious problems exist with regard to almost every aspect of the
draft EA (and the entire DOE siting process). To proceed with
the selection of ites for characterization, based on such an
obviously flawed and inadequate document, will further damage --
perhaps irrevocably -- the credibility of the entire program.

I urge you to reconsider the potentially
self-destructive course that DOE has embarked upon with regard to
these Environmental Assessments. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act
provides that the Secretary of Energy may determine that avail-
able information is insufficient to justify the selection of
sites for characterization, and may direct that additional data
be collected prior to making this important decision. The intent
of the Act, as well as the interests of DOE, the states, and the
nuclear industry, would be served by reevaluating the entire site
selection process, so that adequate and comparable data can be
collected and utilized in making critical site characterization
decisions.

I trust that our comments will be taken in the con-
structive manner in which they are presented. My staff stands
ready to meet with representatives of your Department to discuss
our findings, or to assist you in reexamining the draft EAs, or
any other aspect of the repository site selection program.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. I
look forward to receiving your response.

Sinerely,

o nor A

REB/sc I 
Encl.lll

STATE OF NEVADA
EXECUTIVE CHAMSER
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

JUN 61985
Honorable Dan Schaefer
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Schaefer:

Your letter of May 3, 1985, to Secretary Herrington regarding
the concern over prospective transportation of high-level
nuclear waste through the State of Colorado has been referred
to this office for response. We are appreciative of all
opportunities to inform interested citizens of progress by the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management in fulfilling
the Congressional mandate imposed by the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982, i.e., to establish and maintain a safe, efficient
system for management and disposal of the Nation's nuclear
spent fuel and high-level waste.

Your letter contains four specific questions that relate to the
Department's programmatic activity. We are pleased to provide
in the enclosure our responses to those questions. Since
Questions 3 and 4 are closely related inquiries concerning the
Department's research and development activities, we have
elected to answer both questions with a combined statement.

In addition, we will be providing you and the other members of
Congress with reports of our Departmental plans and activities
as our program evolves. If you should require clarification of
the enclosed material or additional information on any aspect
of nuclear waste management and disposal, we would be most
happy to respond.

Sincerely,

Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

Enclosure
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A->' QUESTION 1:

ANSWER:

Will the Department of Energy recommend an
Environmental Impact Statement on the
transportation of high-level nuclear waste?

While the Department will not prepare a separate

Environmental Impact Statement on the subject of

transporting nuclear high-level waste and nuclear

spent fuel to repositories, transportation-related

issues and impacts will be covered in the EIS pre-

pared to accompany the recommendation of a site to

the President for development as a repository, as

required by Section 114 of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act.

In addition, the, Department is considering the

preparation of a document of generic transportation

information having national (as opposed to site-

specific) relevance to accompany the aforementioned

Environmental Impact Statement. The factors to be

considered in such a document are currently under

development. Probable contents would include

information such as route-specific risk and cost

analyses, transportation regulatory framework and

requirements, and details of the casks that have

been developed to comply with the regulatory

framework.
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QUESTION 2:

ANSWER:

"Will the Department of Energy advocate in situ
(on site) entombment until the grave threat to the
American people can be further investigated?"

First, I would point out that the Department

considers nuclear waste transportation a "grave

threat" only if it is not properly managed. In

managing waste safely, the Department and its

predecessors as well as the commercial nuclear

transportation community have an excellent safety

record. In shipping about 4,000 spent fuel elements

over the past two decades, there have been no

transportation accidents involving release of

radiation or radioactive material. Thus, no member

of the public hats ever been harmed by radiation as a

result of the transportation of spent fuel. We

believe this record has been enabled by a

combination of meticulous attention to quality

assurance and control in developing and implementing

shipping procedures and by uniform regulatory

compliance. The Department is committed to

extending this level of careful management of

transportation activities to its shipping under the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA).

V. V
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ANSWER: (CONTINUED)

One element of the Department's effort to contribute

to the safe containment of the growing accumulation

of spent fuel prior to the availability of a

geologic repository is to participate with the

utility owners of the fuel in a cooperative program

to develop techniques to increase on-site storage.

This action is authorized by Section 132 of the

NWPA. Section 218 further provides that "The

Secretary shall establish a demonstration program,

in cooperation with the private sector, for the dry

storage of spent nuclear fuel at civilian nuclear

power reactor sites, with the objective of

establishing one or more technologies that the

Commission (NRC) may, by rule, approve for use at

the sites of civilian nuclear power reactors

without, to the maximum extent practicable, the need

for additional site-specific approvals by the

Commission." The Department is participating in

such a demonstration program with the Virginia Power

Company.
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ANSWER: (CONTINUED)

It should be reemphasized, however, that the effort

to increase on-site storage is motivated by the

requirement to provide for the growing inventory of

spent fuel prior to repository availability and not

by any lack of confidence on the part of DOE in its

ability to develop a safe national system for waste

disposal, including the transportation subsystem to

support it.

Congress mandated in the NWPA that the Nation move

as rapidly as possible to build and operate

geologic repositories. In situ entombment is

contrary to the intent of the Act and our mandate.
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QUESTION 3: "Will the Department of Energy acknowledge the need
for further research into the entire issue of
nuclear energy and its problems with waste
disposal?"

and

QUESTION 4: "Will the Department of Energy pursue a program
modeled after the NASA Space Program so the
scientific community and the nuclear industry can be
given the opportunity and the challenge to continue
an evolution of this technology so that the same
nuclear technology can be used to solve the problems
that we are now facing?"

ANSWER: While the Department advocates continuing research

and analysis in order to improve techniques and

methods for use in establishing a safe, effective

waste management system (e.g., the dry storage

demonstration program described in the answer to

Question 2), the primary emphasis now is more one of

program implementation of the NWPA provisions by

using or adapting proven, available technology.

The extensive research and development effort that

has produced the scientific foundation and the

technical structure to support waste disposal

operations has been a continuing process over the

past two and a half decades. Under the sponsorship

of the Federal Government and with important

contributions from the scientific community and the

nuclear industry, an active program has addressed

the many technical complexities inherent in the

disposal of nuclear wastes.
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ANSWER: (CONTINUED)

This program, formerly known as the National Waste

Terminal Storage Program, has included projects that

considered a wide variety of possible waste isola-

tion strategies to determine which was the best

candidate in terms of technological readiness and

appropriateness. Among approaches considered were

seabed disposal, isolation in the ice masses

surrounding the poles, and space disposal. These

and other possible alternatives were examined in the

Department's Final Environmental Impact Statement-on

Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive

Waste, published in 1980. Following consideration

of an imaginative range of concepts, the Federal

Government chose the mined geological repository as

the national disposal strategy. Geological and

environmental studies conducted since the 1950's

provide the technical and scientific base for

developing underground waste repositories. Mined

geologic repositories present the necessary elements

of isolation; containment; stability; large

capacity; mitigation of environmental impacts; and

ease of sustained integrity far into the future in

the absence of close and constant surveillance.
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ANSWER: (CONTINUED)

Selection of the geologic option signalled

intensification of siting studies for the

identification of geologic media that offered

maximum disposal feasibility. Parallel and

complementary technical studies also investigated

waste forms, storage techniques, waste solidification

and consolidation, and, in the area of

transportation, the development of shipping casks

that provide certifiable protection against release

of radioactive content. This extensive, 

interrelated research provided the kind of reliable

technical data necessary for Congressional support

and ultimate enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act. As stated, the genius and experience of the

scientific community and the nuclear industry were

instrumental in obtaining the requisite level of

technical knowledge. The Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management will continue to seek

the invaluable counsel and assistance of these two

resource groups as we move toward establishment of

the national waste disposal system.
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The Honorable John Herrington
Secretary of Energy
James Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Recently, a number of communities in my home state of
Colorado have indicated their concern regarding the prospect of
transporting high level nuclear waste through Colorado.

The Common Sense Coalition, which has been coordinating this
effort in Colorado, requested that I submit four questions at a
Energy Conservation and Power Subcommittee on nuclear waste
siting that was scheduled for May 1. Unfortunately, that hearing
was cancelled. However, I would greatly appreciate the
Department's response to the questions at this time.

1). Will the Department of Energy recommend an Environmental
Impact Statement on the transportation of high level nuclear
waste?

2). Will the Department of Energy advocate in situ (on site)
entombment until the grave threat to the American people can be
further investigated?

3). Will the Department of Energy acknowledge the need for
further research into the entire issue of nuclear energy and its
problems with waste disposal?

4). Will the Department of Energy pursue a program modeled
after the NASA Space Program so the scientific community and the
nuclear industry can be given the opportunity and the challenge
to continue an evolution of this technology so that the same
nuclear technology can be used to solve the problems that we are
now facing?

I appreciate your help in this matter.

Best regards. : I O-4

DAN SCHAEFER
Member of Congress 3:-OQ So65+y



Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

JUN 81%5

Mr. Ashton J. O'Donnell
Vice President
Bechtel National, Inc.
P. 0. Box 3965
San Francisco, CA 94119

Dear Mr. O'Donnell:

This is in response to your letter to Secretary Herrington
of April 24, 1985, concerning the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant
(BNFP) in South Carolina. Your letter called attention to recent
events, including new developments on Monitored Retrievable
Storage (MRS), and inquired whether these events may have changed
our evaluation of your previous proposal for reactivating
reprocessing services at the BNFP.

We have reviewed your proposal once again and continue to applaud
Bechtel's initiative and assessment. Unfortunately, the major
factors inhibiting a more positive response then still apply, and
we are still not in a position to provide the requested
guarantees and commitments.

The need for MRS and candidate MRS sites do not change this
assessment. A number of factors were considered in our
judgment as to sites appropriate for inclusion in our MRS
proposal. First, sites meeting basic screening requirements
relative to protection of public ealth, safety and the
environment were identified. The'attributes of each site were
then evaluated relative to accomplishment of the MRS mission and
ease of licensing. While the BNFP is in the general region of
MRS interest, three sites in Tennessee were considered better
suited for our objectives. The existence of reprocessing
facilities was not a factor in MRS siting as the need for MRS, in
our judgment, should not be dependent on or related to future
prospects for reprocessing. Similarly, even though the storage
facilities at the BNFP could be useful for MRS, the existing BNFP
storage capacities are very small compared to MRS requirements
and consist of water pools rather than passive, dry storage
capacity envisioned for MRS.
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In closing, I appreciate Bechtel's continued interest in this
matter and hope that this response will not discourage the
further pursuit of efforts to establish a private sector
reprocessing venture. I will, of course, be pleased to
discuss any of these points further.

Sincerely,

n C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management
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Bechtel National, Inc.
Engineers -Constructors

Fifty Beale Street
San Francisco. California
ala uAddareS: P0 Bo: 3965.S.mn Peaiwnc~oCA9411 9

April 24, 1985

The Honorable John S. Herrington
Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
Forrestal Building, Room 7A257
Washington, D.C. 20586

Dear Mr. Secretary:

In late 1983 and early 1984, this company had several communications in
consultation with officials of your Department concerning the prospect of
reactivating nuclear fuel reprocessing services at the arnwell Nuclear Fuel
Plant located in South Carolina.

our proposal on this subject was originally submitted on April 15, 1983. The
last communication from the DOE was Secretary Hodel's letter of February 21,
1984, in which he described Bechtel's proposal as well considered but that
'the federal government is not now in a position to commit an arrangement of
the type suggested." At the same time, the Secretary expressed the hope that
Bechtel would not be discouraged from the further pursuit of its proposal.

The serious problems relating to Barnwell are much the same today as they were
at the time of our last communication to Secretary Hodel. We would very much
appreciate your review of the situation for the purpose of determining whether
or not your Administration would be interested in further pursuing the
potential for restart of the program.

Since the time of our letter, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act has come into
effect, and DOE is actively pursuing the establishment, of a Monitored
Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility for temporary storage, repackaging and
handling of spent nuclear fuel. We would draw your attention to the fact that
an existing facility which has the potential for use as an MRS is located at
arnwell and that it has the advantage that a plant capable of reprocessing

spent fuel is immediately adjacent to the storage facilities.

.C Ue"U'0~ 3
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The Hoorable John S. Herrington
Page 2
April 24, 1985

In consideration of these developments and the Administration's continued
support for the nuclear option, we request that our proposal of April 15,
1983, be re-examined and that we be given an opportunity to discuss its merits
with the current management of the Department of Energy. Your consideration
of this request will be very much appreciated.

Sincerely,

Ashton J. O'Donnell
Vice President

cc: M. Hesse .
B. Rusche
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

MAY 3 1985

Mr. Wilbur G. Ball
Executive Director
Department of Energy and

Transportation
Watkins Building
510 George Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39202-3096

Dear Mr. Ball:

This is in response to your letter to Mr. Rusche of April 5,
1985.

The enclosed report describes the process the Department has
used to identify candidate sites for consideration in the
Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) proposal that the Department
is required to submit to the Congress. This proposal will be
submitted in January of 1986. As you will note from the
description f-the process, the Office has had contractor
personnel compile data regarding sites owned by DOE or docketed
by NRC that had adequate acreage with no known land use
conflicts. The sites were located in a preferred region
in the east-central portion of the country.

As this Office has confirmed, the Yellow Creek Site in
Mississippi, along with ten other sites, satisfied the factors
for the initial screening and evaluation process. Among these
eleven sites considered to be technically suitable for MRS
activities, the Department has identified three sites in
Tennessee for consideration in the MRS proposal.

Tennessee was notified of the sites under consideration when that
decision was made. At the same time, Governors in all other
states with sites that were evaluated were also notified. An
extensive institutional liaison program is now being planned for
working with Tennessee between now and the January 1986 submittal
of the proposal to the Congress. Information will also be made
available to other interested states to enable them to fully
understand the MRS proposal and its potential impacts.
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The MRS has not been authorized by the Congress. Rather, the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 directs the Department to submit
a proposal to Congress with site-specific designs for at least
three sites. The Department's current efforts are directed to
developing the best proposal it can in the timeframes permitted.
We have used our best judgements in developing a concept and
identifying sites for consideration as an initial step in the
process of developing the proposal. We are now ready to subject
this preliminary analysis to full and open public scrutiny prior
to preparing the proposal itself.

A copy of Mr. Rusche's letter to Governor Allain and its
enclosures is also provided for your information. Should you
have any additional questions please let me know.

Sincerely,

Rogr He
Associate Dire tor
Office of Stor ge and

Transportat'on Systems

Enclosure

cc: B. Rusche, RW-1
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

APR 24 1985

Honorable Bill Allain
Governor of Mississippi
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Dear Governor Allain:

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (the Act) directs the
Department of Energy (DOE) to establish a national system for the
disposal of nuclear waste. The primary feature of this waste
system is the construction and operation of one, and possibly
two, underground geologic repositories. The first repository
program is well underway and has resulted in the December 19,
1984, issuance of draft environmental assessments for each of the
nine potentially acceptable sites. Following consideration of
comments received the environmental assessments will be finalized
to support the nomination of five sites, and subsequently three
of those sites will be recommended for site characterization as
candidates for the first repository. Another component of the
waste system that the Secretary is directed to consider is
monitored retrievable storage (MRS). Congress has not yet
authorized construction of an MRS facility. The Act specifically.
directs the Department .to prepare a proposal for construction of
one or more MRS facilities and submit this proposal to the
Congress. The proposal is to include, for the first such
facility, at least three alternative sites and at least five
alternative combinations of proposed sites and facility designs.
The Department expects to submit this proposal by January 1986.

Based on analysis done to date, the Department believes that an
integrated waste disposal system which includes one, and possibly
tw6, repositories and at least one MRS facility, would have
distinct advantages over a system without an MRS. Designs which
would best support such an integrated system are being developed,
and three sites which the Department believes would be good

* ~;candidates for an MRS proposal are to be announced today.
(Announcement materials are enclosed.)

* The three sites to be announced were identified for further
consideration from eleven sites that have been evaluated for the
Department. The eleven sites all satisfied the following initial
screening factors. First, they were all in a preferred region of
the country where siting an MRS would result in a reduction in
.transportation requirements. Second, they had previously been
considered for nuclear activities; that is either DOE owned or
privately owned and previously reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Third, they contain ample acreage for the
potential proposed MRS application. The Yellow Creek Nuclear
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Plant site in your state was among the eleven sites evaluated,
however it was not determined to be as appropriate for MRS
consideration as the sites to be announced today.

The next step for the Department is to gather data to complete
evaluation of the sites and preparation of the proposal to
Congress. The proposal must include recommendation of the
preferred site for an MRS. The proposal documentation will
include plans for funding, constructing, operating and
integrating MRS facilities, and site specific designs and cost
estimates. An environmental assessment must accompany the
proposal which compares the advantages and disadvantages of the
various combinations of proposed sites and facility designs.

It is the intent of the Department to prepare a proposal which
will allow Congress to make an informed decision regarding
the MRS and the integrated system; provide full opportunity for
affected parties to express their views during proposal
development; and, provide the States, Tribes and public an
opportunity to gain an understanding of the proposal which will
allow their informed participation in the Congressional decision-
making process after the proposal is submitted.

The Department is prepared to work with interested States, Tribes
and public to prepare the best supporting documentation possible
for the proposal for delivery to Congress in January 1986.
Workshops, technical briefings and public meetings are the types
of activities that can be arranged in cooperation with interested
parties. This would allow the Department to benefit from diverse
viewpoints during preparation of the proposal and its supporting
documentation. The views expressed at such workshops, briefings
and meetings could be summarized in proceedings reports and
forwarded to Congress with the proposal for consideration during
its deliberations.

If after consideration of the proposal, Congress authorizes
construction of an MRS, an environmental impact statement EIS)
must be prepared which will analyze the impacts of constructing
and operating the authorized MRS facility. At the same time a
safety analysis will be prepared and included as part of an

* application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a license to
construct and operate an MRS facility. Construction would await
completion of the necessary licensing process. Both the EIS
process and the licensing process will present numerous
opportunities for full public, State and Indian Tribe
participation.

I hope you agree that today's action represents a significant
step toward resolving an important national issue. I look
forward to working with you in a mutual commitment to dispose of
our Nation's high-level radioactive waste while assuring the
health, safety, and welfare of all citizens.
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Should you desire additional information, please contact me or
Roger Hilley, Associate Director for Storage and Transportation
Systems on (202) 252-5292.

en C. uche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY & TRANSPORTATION
Wadins Building, 510 George Seet

Jadkson, Mississippi 39202.3096
601/9614733

April 5, 1985

Mr. Benard C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

This letter is in regard to the recent revelations that we have heard come
out of Congressman Markey's subcommittee hearings on March 21, 1985. The
matter to which I make reference concerns the location(s) being
contemplated by the Department for a monitored retrievable storage site.
The fact that you made public the Department's consideration of a
potentially acceptable site(s) in the State of Mississippi for the location of
an MRS without first notifying the Energy and Transportation Board not
only is inconsistent with our established policy position regarding
notification, but also is an apparent violation of Mississippi State Law
(Section 57-49-5(2), Mississippi Code of 1972, annotated, Chapter 474,
Mississippi Laws of 1982). Notwithstanding the noted apparent violation,
your failure to provide timely and complete information regarding the
Department's determinations or plans regarding the possible siting of an
MRS within the State of Mississippi, demonstrates another total violation for
the "consultation and cooperation" processes enbodied in the language of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act P.L. 97-425, 42 USC 10137, 96 STAT 2222 et
seq, Sections 141, 115, 116, 117, and 118).

This letter constitutes a formal protest by the Energy and Transportation
Board regarding the apparent Indiscretions. If in fact a site(s) located
within the jurisdictional borders of the State of Mississippi is under
consideration or has been considered by the Department as the possible
location of a monitored retrievable storage facility, the State requests that
you Immediately make such information known to the Energy and
Transportation Board, including supplying the Board with all documentation
related to such consideration. Further, if there are no sites that have been
considered or are currently under consideration for the location of
monitored retrievable storage facility, within the jurisdictional borders of
the State of Mississippi, the State requests that you Immediately notify the
State as a matter of record.

0C0776



.. . Mr. Benard C. Rusche
' April 5, 1985

Page Two

I>

Your immediate response to this correspondence will be appreciated.

* Very truly yours,

Wilbur G. Ball
Executive Director

WGB :fpf

cy: Governor VWilliam Allain
Attorney General Edwin Pittman
Mississippi Congressional Delegation

.



a' ,;Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

MAY 2 1985

Mr. Steve Frishman, Director
Nuclear Waste Programs Office
Office of the Governor
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Mr. Frishman:

Thank you for your letter of April 17, 1985, in which you expressed concern
regarding the release of a Request for Proposal (RFP) for socioeconomic
studies by a contractor supporting the Salt Repository Project Office (SRPO).

I regret that the RFP was released prior to your being nformed. I am -
committed, as is SRPO, to assuring that you and the other representatives of
affected States and Indian Tribes are kept fully informed. I understand that
you have an agreement with SRPO that RFP's will be provided to you as soon as
possible after issuance; in this instance, an administrative omission resulted
in your not receiving the RFP in a timely manner. However, the RFP was sent
to you on April 17, 1985. The other salt State representatives have also been
sent copies.

The Office of Geologic Repositories (OGR) has overall responsibility for
socioeconomic planning for the geologic repository program: SRPO was given
authority to issue the RFP because it is not a socioeconomic evaluation plan
but a procurement document: While a general methodological approach is
described in the statement of work in the RFP, there is no decision to utilize
any specific methods or models; The actual definition of particular methods
or techniques awaits further guidance from OGR and full consultation with the
affected States and Indian Tribes. Because current contracts are soon to
expire and the procurement process typically requires lead-times of a year or
more, I believe it is prudent to continue the process of soliciting proposals.

Finally, I regret the delay in providing the States and Indian Tribes with a
draft socioeconomic plan in advance of the Baltimore meeting; I am encouraged
that your interest in this subject and our desire to work closely with the
States and Indian Tribes can result in an agreement on how best to proceed in
developing a mutually acceptable work plan.

Sincerely,

Ben C. Rusche, Direct
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management



OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
MARK WHITE STATE CAPITOL

GOVERNOR AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711

April 17, 1985

Mr. Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
United States Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Rusche:

In the past, we and others have noted that there are some coordination
gaps between your Headquarters office and the DOE project and field offices.
A current example of this problem has come to my attention, and I wish to
inform you of the particular activity and ts significance. In addition, I
am most interested in the immediate resolution of the specific problem at hand
within your office.

On March 26, 1985, the Battelle Project Management Division issued to the
public Request For Proposals (RFP) No. E512-11700R, Socioeconomic Analysis of
Salt Site(s) for Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. This RFP is for the
maJor 45-month socioeconomic evaluation of a salt site during the site charac-
terization phase of repository siting. It contemplates 42,900 hours of direct
scientific, technical and technical support labor, and details the work and
funding levels on an annual basis. It is sufficiently detailed to serve as an
essential outline of the planned socioeconomic evaluation of a salt site, and
specifies, in some depth, the evaluative model to be used by the contractor
selected. Proposals are due by May 1, 1985, with the stated anticipated
effective date of contract being in early calendar year 1986.

*I am concerned about this RFP release first, because, contrary to the
existing understanding between this office, other "salt states", and the DOE
SRPO in Columbus, Ohio, the RFP was not sent to us for information at the time
of its release. I have requested a copy since having been provided one by a
potential bidder. Of even greater concern is the fact that this RFP was released
at this time. In the last quarterly meeting of affected states and tribes and
DOE, on January 29-30, 1985, it was understood that a socioeconomic evaluation
plan was being developed and outlined in the DOE Headquarters Office, and that
the outline would be distributed to affected states and tribes for comment and
discussion as the nitiation of a continuing process of consultation on this
issue. The outline was to have been distributed in advance of the upcoming
quarterly meeting on May 2 and 3, 1985, so that it could be further discussed
at that time. To date, no such document has been distributed, yet apparently
the SRPO is moving forward on its own initiative with a plan of its own, and on
a schedule of its own without benefit of any consultation as committed by Head-
quarters staff.

000826



Ben C. Rusche, Director
April 17, 1985
Page 2

While it may be said that this is a contractor activity that can be reversedor modified at some later date, it still must have resulted from some internalguidance issued from a responsible DOE Office. I would very much like to beinformed of which DOE Offices are responsible for development of the socio-economic evaluation plan, what is intended in the way of consultation withaffected states and tribes in this area of evaluation, and why this particularRFP was issued without the knowledge of affected states.

Until this matter can be resolved with the full participation and knowledgeof all affected parties, I would strongly encourage that you direct the SRPO toinstruct Battelle to withdraw the subject RFP, and return, unopened, but withexplanation, any proposals that my be received pursuant to this RFP.

I would appreciate your early attention and response to this matter and lookforward to its timely resolution through a process involving all affected parties,in the spirit of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

Sincerely,

_ -. tl

Steve Frishman, Director
Nuclear Waste Programs Office

SF:dp

cc: Johnny Green, Mississippi
Jim Friloux, Louisiana

,Pat Spurgin, Utah
Bob Lux, Nevada E
David"Stevens, Washington?

I 



PROGRAM MILESTONE REVIEW SUMMARY

JUNE

o Transmit MRS letter Report to Congress
o Issue Mission Plan and Comment Response Document
o Submit Report to Congress regarding extended

fuel burn up

JULY

o Issue 2nd Repository Regional Characterization
Report

o Issue draft Transportation Business Plan
o Initiate spent fuel shipments from VP to INEL
° Issue draft Project Decision Schedule

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

• Issue Project Decision Schedule
o Initiate spent fuel shipments from West Valley

to INEL
° Submit interim Copper status report to Congress
° Issue draft Transportation Institutional Plan

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

o Issue 1st Repository Environmental Assessments
• Nominate five sites; recommend three for site

characterization
o Issue preliminary determination re site suitability
o Issue 2nd Repository draft Area Recommendation Report
o Submit MRS Proposal to NRC/EPA for review and comment
o Issue Transportation Business Plan

As of June 1, 1985
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DOE SENDS ANNUAL REPORT ON
NUCLEAR WASTE PROGRAM TO CONGRESS

The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) released today its second

Annual Report to Congress on the activities and expenditures of the Office

of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) for 1984.

This annual report includes the results of OCRWM's first audit by a

certified public accounting firm following their examination of the Nuclear

Waste Fund's financial statements for 1983 and 1984 and verifies OCRWM's

accomplishments in fulfilling the requirement of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act of 1982 (the Act) to begin accepting spent nuclear fuel and high-level

radioactive waste for disposal in 1998.

A significant aspect of OCRWM's financial activity is the collecting of

fees. The Act mandates that owners and generators of high-level radioactive

waste and spent nuclear fuel pay fees to DOE for disposal of such nuclear

wastes.

*To the extent permitted by government fiscal regulations and

procedures, OCRWM has adopted the financial and accounting methods of

private industry to obtain data needed for efficient management and

administration of its multidecade, multibillion dollar program," said OCRWM

Director, Ben C. Rusche.

(MORE)

R-85-055
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Copies of the Annual Report to 
Congress are available in the DOE

Public Inquiries Room, Forrestal 
Building, Room lE-206, 1000 Independence

Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 
20585 (9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) or by

telephone, (202) 252-5575.

-DOE-

R-85-055
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Note to Editors:

The Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management has sent to Congress a status report
on the preparation of a proposal for inclusion of a monitored
retrievable storage (MRS) facility as part of the Federal nuclear
waste management system. The Status of the Monitored Retrievable
Storage Program is attached for your information.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 directs DOE to complete
a detailed study of the need for and feasibility of, and submit
to Congress a site-specific proposal for,-the construction of one
or more MRS facilities for high-level radioactive waste and spent

K> nuclear fuel. The attached status report describes the
substantial progress made toward completion of the proposal and
states that DOE plans to submit the proposal package to Congress
on or before January 15, 1986. Congressional authorization is
required before the MRS program can proceed.

The DOE identification of candidate sites was publicly
announced in April 1985. The former Clinch River Breeder Reactor
site in Tennessee was identified as the preferred candidate site.
Two alternative candidate sites were also identified for
evaluation: one on the DOE Reservation in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
and the other at the Tennessee Valley Authority's former
Hartsville nuclear plant site near Nashville, Tennessee.

-DOE-

N-85-025
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STATUS OF THE MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE PROGRAM

The Department of Energy (DOE), in response to the requirements
of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Public Law 97-425 (NWPA),
is preparing a proposal for Congressional consideration of the
inclusion of a monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility as
part of the Federal nuclear waste management system. This report
is to inform the appropriate Committees of Congress of progress
made to date in preparation of the proposal, and describe the
plans and schedules for its completion.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act directs the DOE to complete a study
of the need for and feasibility of MRSf and to submit to Congress
a proposal for the construction of one or more MRS facilities.
The WPA specifies that the proposal include a program for
siting, development, construction and operation of an MRS
facility; site-specific designs and cost estimates for the
construction of the first facility; a plan for funding the
construction and operation of such facilities; and a plan for
integrating such facilities into the Federal waste management
system.

The NWPA directs submission of the MRS proposal and-its
accompanying documentation by June 1, 1985. Investigations of
-the need for and feasibility of MRS resulted in the recognition
that an MRS facility deployed as an integral component of the
Federal nuclear waste system, rather than a backup storage
component, offered substantial benefits to the system.
Development of this concept for the proposal, however, required
substantial additional effort and precluded meeting the June
1985 completion date. The DOE has made substantial progress
toward completion of the proposal, the MRS designs and the
supporting documentation, and plans to submit the proposal
package to the Congress on or before January 15, 1986.

* wMRS PROGRAM ACTIVITIES COMPLETED TO DATE

The programmatic and technical accomplishments since enactment
of the NWPA are summarized below.

Establishment of the MRS Program

K> The WPA established the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM) in DOE as the manager of the Nuclear Waste
Program. The MRS activities are carried out by the DOE Richland
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operations Office under OCRWM direction. The Pacific Northwest
Laboratory PNL) operated by Battelle Memorial Institute, is
the prime contractor for the MRS effort. The Ralph M. Parsons
Company of Pasadena, California, was selected by DOE through
competitive procurement as the architect engineer for the MRS
designs to be included in the proposal. PNL selected several
subcontractors to aid in preparation of documents under the
program and for supporting studies.

MRS Concept and Mission Definition

Prior to the enactment of the NWPA, DOE had evaluated concepts
for the storage of spent fuel and radioactive wastes, and had
identified eight storage concepts as those most promising
for application to an MRS facility. These eight concepts
were reexamined in greater detail for MRS use. Two of the
concepts--the sealed storage cask (concrete cask) and the field
dry well--were selected, respectively, by DOE as the base and
alternative concepts for storage at an MRS facility. This
selection was documented in the DOE report*DOE/RL-82-2, Selection \

of Concepts for Monitored Retrievable Storage of Spent Nuclear
Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Wastes, issued in April 1984.

Pending additional study of the need for and feasibility of MRS,
DOE initially recognized benefits to having an MRS facility as a
backup to the repository to be deployed in the event of repository
delays. MRS designs and plans were initiated consistent with
this early view. However, later analyses showed that an MRS
facility would be more beneficial when operated as an integral
component of that system. Therefore, in the Fall of 1984, the
DOE elected to base its proposal for MRS construction on this
role.

MRS Research and Development Requirements

The NWPA directed DOE to submit to Congress, within six months
after enactment of NWPA, a report detailing the research and
development activities necessary to develop the MRS proposal.
This report-, designated as DOE/S-0021, Monitored Retrievable
Storage Proposal Research and Develo;;ent Report, was submitted
in June 1983. This report concluded that passive dry storage *

technologies then under consideration for the MRS program were
the preferred technologies for this application, and that the
technologies are sufficiently mature that the MRS proposal could
be prepared using current engineering and design practice without
additional research and development.
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MRS Need and Feasibility Study

The WPA directed the DOE to conduct "a detailed study of the
need for and feasibility of...constructing one or more monitored
retrievable storage facilities." A comprehensive study is
underway to accomplish this. This study compares alternative
waste system configurations, with and without an MRS that could
serve various roles. The preliminary analyses to date indicate
that overall advantages to the system accrue from deployment of
an MRS facility as an integral component of the Federal waste
system, and that its construction is feasible and cost-effective
in light of the benefits to be gained from its deployment. The
basis for this judgement is documented in a report published in
April 1985, as DOE/RW-0022, The Need for and Feasibility
of Monitored Retrievable Storage--A reliminary Analysis.
Analysis is continuing, and the final report considering the MRS
as an integral part of the system, a system without an MRS,
and the MRS as a backup in the event of repository delays will
accompany the proposal.

Site Screening and Recommendation

Intensive investigation of the siting requirements for an MRS
facility have been carried out in fulfillment of WPA
requirements. Early efforts evaluated potential criteria for
siting of an MRS facility and led to screening procedures
based on the criteria. Factors considered included physical and
meteorological conditions, sociological impacts, economics, and
comparative risk assessment (although absolute risks were
determined to be very low). It was determined that a large
number of sites throughout the contiguous United States could
qualify for the safe location of an MRS facility with little
differentiation among those sites. Consideration of the
transportation of spent fuel and radioactive wastes throughout
the Federal system, on the other hand, disclosed a region of the
Nation within which location of an MRS facility could reduce
total shipment miles substantially, and thus could limit both
transportation costs and the risks associated with such
shipments. Further evaluation and screening of potential sites

- within that region have resulted in the identification of three
sites for further consideration. The former Clinch River Breeder
Reactor site in the State of Tennessee is the preferred site.
Two alternative sites, one on the DOE Reservation in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and the other at the Tennessee Valley Authority's
former Hartsville nuclear plant site near Nashville, Tennessee,
have also been identified for evaluation. The DOE identification
of those candidate sites was publicly announced on April 25,
1985. Identification of the sites is recorded in the report
DOE/RW-0023, Screening and Identification of Sites for a
Proposed Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility, dated
April 1985.
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MRS Design Activities

Initial design activities, in progress prior to the definition of
the MRS mission as an integral component of the Federal waste
management system, were based on reference, generic sites.
An advanced conceptual design for an MRS facility using sealed
storage casks of concrete construction and a conceptual design
for an alternate concept employing field drywells for storage a

were completed in January 1985. These initial design efforts
provided information which facilitated the need and feasibility
study, the site screening and selection process, environmental
studies of the MRS operations, and the development of other
components of the MRS proposal. Following completion of these
back-up facility designs, design efforts were directed to
conceptual designs for the integral MRS facilities (using sealed
casks and field drywells) for the recommended site and the two
alternative sites. These designs will be included in the MRS..
proposal.

ONGOING ACTIVITIES TO COMPLETE PROPOSAL

The DOE's ongoing efforts in the MRS program will allow
completing and submitting the MRS proposal to Congress by January
15, 1986. These activities and their content are summarized
below and shown in the attached figure.

MRS Facility Design

Site-specific designs for the integral MRS concepts currently
underway will be complete in September 1985, and included in
the proposal package following appropriate review. Conceptual
designs will be provided for MRS facilities employing 1) sealed
storage casks and 2) field drywells for storage, located at each
of the three recommended sites. The conceptual designs will be
sufficiently detailed to define the physical facility
requirements and identify processes and major equipment items.
Engineering cost estimates will be provided with each design,
together with design definition documentation. The facility=
storage capacity will be limited to 1,000 metric tons of spent
fuel.

Need and Feasibility Study

The preliminary report documenting the need for and feasibility X
of MRS-deployment will be expanded and updated for the final
study to be submitted with the proposal. The final need and
feasibility study will reflect the final design, include any new
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information or analysis deemed important for Congressional
consideration, and reflect views received concerning the
preliminary report from the States, affected Indian Tribes
and the public.

MRS Program Plan

An MRS Program Plan document is in preparation, and will be
submitted as part of the proposal package. This document will
propose: 1) a plan and schedule for deployment of the MRS
facility referenced in the proposal; 2) a plan for integrating
the MRS facility with other components of the Federal waste
management program; and 3) estimates of costs over the lifetime
of the MRS facility, including a plan for funding MRS deployment,
operation, and decommissioning. DOE intends to recommend in
these plans measures that would permit the local governments to
receive revenues equivalent to those that would be realized if.
this were a similar, private sector venture fully subject to
normal taxing practices.

MRS Licensing Plan

A plan is being developed for licensing of the MRS facility, if
it is approved by Congress. This plan, which will be coordinated
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff, will specify
those activities which DOE must undertake in order to develop an
adequate technical basis for licensing, including the appropriate
safety analyses.

.MRS Environmental Assessment

Expanding on the analysis of MRS impacts at the hypothetical
reference sites, an environmental assessment will be developed
for the MRS designs at the identified sites. The environmental
assessment will be based on available data and will analyze the
relative advantages and disadvantages of the alternate design and
site combinations. Copies of the environmental assessment will
be made publicly available for distribution at least 45 days
prior to the official submittal of the proposal to Congress.
This time period will be concurrent with the Environmental
Protection Agency and NRC proposal review required by the WPA.
The environmental assessment will be submitted to Congress with
the proposal.

Site-Related Activities and Public Interactions

Beginning with the announcement of the MRS sites, interactions
have been initiated with the State of Tennessee, and through the
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State with local groups and government bodies, as well as with
other States to explain and discuss DOE's current views on the
siting and operation of the MRS facility. These activities will
be supplemented by additional public information and
interactions. These interactions are intended to provide public
information and to cooperate with potentially affected
governmental units on matters relating to the MRS facility. To
facilitate local access to MRS information an MRS office has been
set up at the DOE Oak Ridge operations Office. The interactions
with potentially affected States, Indian Tribes and the public
will continue through submission of the proposal, and if Congress
authorizes MRS construction, an enhanced interaction program will
be initiated, and State and local concerns expressed during this
process will be provided to the Congress-with the proposal.

IMPLEMENTATION OF MRS CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION, IF APPROVED

If the Congress approves the implementation of the MRS proposal,
it is estimated to take approximately ten years to complete those
necessary activities leading to operation of an MRS facility.
This would include the definitive design, preparation of an EIS
in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act,
licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and facility
construction.

9
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